
Premium Eye Care Monitor with
USB Type-C connectivity, Power Delivery

and Unique Coding mode

24”

GW2485TC

130mm

Height
Adjustment

ePaper Mode



GW2485TC (24”)

Work and Learn with Comfortable Productivity
Whether you’re working from home or your children are learning at home, a comfortable and happy 
experience is desired for all. Now, you can have work efficiency, learning comfort, and ergonomic design 
all in one monitor - At home, with comfort.

Meetings are Effective and Efficient
Anywhere you work, video conferencing is required for 
easier communications. With the GW2485TC’s digital 
microphone and speaker, clear voice quality and effective 
communications are all there for you.

One Click for Clear Vocals
The built-in noise-cancellation micro-
phone* filters ambient sound, making it 
great for office meetings even in a noisy 
environment, bringing out important vocal 
cues for coworkers and clients to hear you 
with clarity.

USB Type-C
Delivers fast audio, video, and 60W quick 
charging over a single cable.

Coding Mode
Makes every color pop out for coding 
efficiency.

Daisy Chain
creates a multi-monitor 
setup for extra screen real 
estate and a decluttered 
workspace.

Learning is Easy and Safe
Making learning healthy is now easier, especially for 
children whose eyes are more susceptible to fatigue than 
those of adults. Special modes are customized to protect 
eyes for continuous use.

Ergonomic Design for
Comfortable Screen Positioning
Monitor height, tilt, pivot, and swivel offer easy customization for 
flexible working and learning and an ideally comfortable user 
environment.
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DP out (MST)

110W

<0.5W

24

250 nits

1000:1

IPS

93

16.7 million color

72% NTSC

LED backlight

1920x1080

 8.0 kg

6.2 kg

501.4x540.0x184.9 (mm)

5ms

75Hz

HDMI (v1.4)

DisplayPort (v1.2)

DisplayPort out (MST)

Environmental Standards

Daisy Chain Technology

USB C(PowerDelivery 60W,
DisplayPort Alt Mode, Data) 1

Built-in

(sleep mode)

Black

Display Area (mm) 527.04x296.46

100x100 mm

(typ.)
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Pixel Per Inch


